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We love sharing our newest innovations!

SIDLER Quadro is here!

Featuring a clever all-a-around design!

Atmospheric illumination paired with technical finesse. The 45⁰ ambient light
frames this mirror cabinet and creates a floating, glowing effect. And when the
cabinet is perfectly recessed into the wall, this effect is even more noticeable and
stunning!

Offers practical solutions! Are you bumping into your bathroom counter or walls
in the middle of the night trying to find your way in a dark bathroom when you are
half awake? The SIDLER Quadro illuminated mirror features an integrated,
dimmable night light with an easy access switch located inside the cabinet right
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next to the GFCI outlet and USB port.

I's easy on the eyes while providing optimum light as the CRI ≥ 90 guarantees
natural colour illumination from our LED's. The lighting is complimented with our
standard mirrored back wall interior for that finished 'SIDLER" touch.

Sizes range from 19" to 60" in single, double and triple door
options

What's New

Lighting: 
Night light function 
Ambient lighting

Electric: 
Integrated USB port

Hardware: 
The latest Blum hinges with
built-in soft close mechanism

Height: 
The Quadro is 36" in height

Let’s dive into the features:

INTEGRATED LED LIGHTING (optional 3000/4000K)

ANODIZED ALUMINUM BODY

SILVERLASTING™ DOUBLE SIDED MIRROR DOOR

PATENTED SHELF ADJUSTMENT SYSTEM

MIRRORED CABINET BACK

SIDLER COSMETIC BOX & MAGNIFYING MIRROR
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Outlet, USB Port and Night Light switch

Quadro's unique light design in a 45°
angle

Choose the following Quadro cabinet sizes:

Single door: 19" / 23"

Double door: 31" / 35" / 47"

Triple door: 47" / 59"
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